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Learn how to use familiar Microsoft tools to build enterprise solutions that connect to SAP. Written by Microsoft developers with an in-depth knowledge of SAP systems, this book demonstrates how to use Microsoft Visual Studio(r), Expression(r), SharePoint(r) Products and Technologies, BizTalk(r) Server, SQL Server(r), and other Microsoft tools to develop custom enterprise solutions using data and reports from the SAP environment. One of the strengths of the SAP platform is that it adapts to the needs of individual enterprises. The alliance between Microsoft and SAP has opened up many ways for .NET developers to use familiar skills and tools to connect with and customize SAP applications.
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Live Sound for GuitarCengage Learning, 2014

	Getting a great guitar sound in your headphones, or in your bedroom or garage is one thing. Getting killer sound on stage is something else altogether! In this one-of-a-kind guidebook, veteran guitarist and teacher Sandy Williams shares tips and techniques learned over decades of playing in every type of live environment and teaches you how...
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Go Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn idiomatic, efficient, clean, and extensible Go design and concurrency patterns by using TDD


	About This Book

	
		A highly practical guide filled with numerous examples unleashing the power of design patterns with Go.
	
		Discover an introduction of the CSP concurrency model by explaining...
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EconomicsLongman Publishing Group, 2005

	Economics is a highly respected and successful textbook, valued world-wide by students for its comprehensive and engaging coverage of introductory economics. The book presents economics as an interesting, lively and relevant subject and it helps students to see how the world works by developing "an economic way of thinking" Its...
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Dream Yoga and the Practice of Natural LightSnow Lion Publications, 1992

	Secret Tibetan methods for working with dream states.



	Knowing the importance and the necessity of the “Practice of the Night” I have explained

	many aspects of dreams in this book edited by my student Michael Katz. It is my hope that

	those individuals who already have an interest in dreams or who are actively...
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Guide to LaTeX (4th Edition) (Tools and Techniques for Computer Typesetting)Addison Wesley, 2003
LaTeX is the text-preparation system of choice for scientists and academics, and is especially useful for typesetting technical materials. This popular book shows you how to begin using LaTeX to create high-quality documents. The book also serves as a handy reference for all LaTeX users. In this completely revised edition, the authors cover the...
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Renewable Energy: Technology, Economics and EnvironmentSpringer, 2007
The utilisation of renewable energies is not at all new; in the history of mankind renewable energies have for a long time been the primary possibility of generating energy. This only changed with industrial revolution when lignite and hard coal became increasingly more important. Later on, also crude oil gained importance. Offering the...
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